A path generation method for robot-based welding systems is proposed. The method that is a modification of the method "teaching by showing" is supported by the recently developed pseudo stereovision system (PSVS). A path is generated by means of the target-object (TOB), PSVS, and the pseudo stereo visual servo control scheme proposed. A part of the new software application, called humanPT, permits the communication of a user with the robotic system. Here, PSVS, the robotic system, the TOB, the estimation of robot poses by means of the TOB, and the control and recording algorithm are described. Some new concepts concerning segmentation and point correspondence are applied as a complex image is processed. A method for calibrating the endpoint of TOB is also explained. Experimental results demonstrate the effectiveness of the proposed system.
INTRODUCTION
A robotic manipulator could be used in an arc-welding system. In a system like this many problems may be encountered. Some of them are (1) the movement accuracy of a torch mounted on the end effector of the robotic manipulator, (2) the generation of a proper path the torch must follow, (3) the flexibility of the system to adapt the specified path to any changes in the shape of the metal pieces to be welded, (4) the possibility of the system to change the movement rate, or the pattern of movement relatively to metal types or welding surfaces shape. The method "teaching by showing," as a method for path or trajectory generation by means of a vision system, mainly assumes that a user moves the under manipulation object with his/her hand. The vision system captures images of successive scenes of the object as it is moved and then, using these images, calculates the desired path or trajectory. The different versions of this method are not easily applicable in cases where a new trajectory might be generated for a robot-based arc-welding system.
Many researchers in relevant papers propose methods for path generation by means of a vision system. In [1] , Feddema and Mitchell proposed a feature-based trajectory generator. The vision module uses the location of binary image features from a camera on the robot's end effector to control the position and one degree of orientation of a manipulator. Kuniyoshi and Inaba in [2] proposed a three-camera system in which a robot learns reusable task plans by watching a human performing assembly tasks. In [3, 4, 5] , Ude and Dillmann employed the "teaching by showing" programming paradigm. The user specifies the desired trajectory by moving the object to be manipulated with his/her hand. The performance was measured with a stereovision system. In [6] Kang presented a system that observes a human performing the task recognizes the human grasp, and maps it onto the manipulator. In [7] , Brunner et al. proposed the so-called telesensor programming concept as an easy way to program a robot off-line via learning by showing in a virtual environment. Voyles and Khosla in [8] proposed a gesturebased programming method of a robot. In [9] , Johnson and Marsh presented the basic mathematical and computational framework for a new method of modeling robot manipulator workspaces. In his Ph.D. thesis [10] , Sabes studied the planning of visually guided arm movements in two cases: feedback perturbation and obstacle avoidance. In [11] , Gu studied the visual guidance of a robot by means of a stereovision system and using as features corner points. Päschke and Pauli in [12] implemented the programming-by-demonstration method to reconstruct a smooth 3D trajectory of a gripper, using a stereovision system. Sharma and Sutanto [13] presented a motion-planning framework by using motionplanning techniques that take into account properties of sensed data (visual feedback). Berry et al. [14] described an approach to the problem of trajectory generation by visual servoing. In [15] , Ruf and Horaud proposed a methodological framework for trajectory generation in projective space. Kim et al. [16] presented a method for automatic teaching of a welding robot for free-formed seam by means of CAD data and data acquired by a laser vision sensor. In their paper [17] , Zha and Du presented a new approach to the generation and optimization of the position and orientation trajectories in Cartesian task space. Simulation was made in a virtual CADbased off-line programming environment. In their recent paper Mezouar and Chaumette [18] considered a single-camera vision system mounted on a robotic manipulator. The model of the target-object is known. The camera keeps the object in the field of view and a trajectory is generated as this vision system is moving from an initial location to a final location. They examine also the case in which the object model is unknown. Finally, in their paper [19] , Pachidis et al. proposed a system for path generation by means of a novel stereovision system (called pseudo stereovision system, PSVS) and complex images, which are captured from static scenes of the robot environment.
Many researchers presented also papers concerning visual servo control. Most of the visual servo control techniques are based on monocular vision systems [20, 21, 22, 23, 24, 25, 26, 27, 28, 29] and some of them are based on stereovision systems or multicamera vision systems [30, 31, 32, 33, 34, 35] .
The proposed system is a pose-based, endpoint closed loop (ECL), stereo visual servo control system (SVSCS) [36] , in which the different locations of a moving special constructed object are recorded by means of PSVS. This different control system is called pseudo SVSCS because for first time PSVS is included in the control scheme. It uses as a target-object (TOB) a set of three planar light sources on the vertices of a triangle attached to an aluminum bar.
These three sources belong to a 5 × 7 dot matrix display. Their planarity has as a result the homogeneous projections to the complex image plane. Thus, as it normally happens with simple LEDs [14, 28] , problems of diffusion or other phenomena of the projected areas do not exist. A pseudo stereovision system (PSVS) [37] is mounted on the end effector of the manipulator. An ordinary stereo system could be also used. PSVS keeps always the motion by an operator TOB in the field of view. At the same time, a predefined virtual point, with respect to the camera frame, tracks a point on the TOB (center of gravity) as it moves. In other papers, that is, [38] , the end effector follows a path to track a stationary desired point or tracks it. Moreover, the current state of the TOB is calculated and recorded by the system as a state vector with respect to the world coordinate system, established on the base of the robotic manipulator Puma 761. The operator drives the TOB along a virtual or real desired path. This is possible by means of the special constructed metal drivers; the operator can drive the TOB along a desired path, that is, a straight line, with prespecified angles that depend on the type of the metal driver. The generated path can be the path of a simple task, a part of a procedure, or the path the torch of a robot-based welding system follows. While PSVS keeps the TOB in the field of vision, in system loop cycle, state vectors can be calculated and recorded with sampling rates equal to or lower than the system loop cycle. The sampling rate is determined by means of the graphical user software interface (GUI), part of the recently developed robotic application called HumanPT. It is a complete robotic application developed in visual C++. Its architecture is presented for the first time and can be implemented in personal computers (without the need of special hardware), permitting its use in more friendly environments. The operating system used is Microsoft Windows. Some other advantages of the proposed system are (1) easy segmentation of the three light sources image, (2) subpixel measurement accuracy, (3) robust stereo matching, (4) path generation in the working space of a robotic manipulator, and (5) model-free method.
In the sections below, PSVS is described in brief. The visual servo control scheme as well as the TOB and the calculation of state vectors are presented and analyzed. Experimental results indicate the effectiveness of the system to generate robot paths by means of the proposed pose-based pseudo stereo visual servo control method. The paper is organized as follows. In Section 2, PSVS and the related equations are briefly described. In Section 3 the robot system structure and HumanPT architecture are provided. In Section 4, details for the TOB are given and the theory related with the calculation of state vectors is provided. In Section 5, the visual servo control method is presented. Experimental results are depicted in Section 6. Finally, conclusions of this work are given in Section 7.
PSVS DESCRIPTION AND CALIBRATION
In the method proposed, the developed pseudo stereovision system (PSVS) is used as a capturing system. An ordinary stereovision system with two parallel cameras could also replace PSVS.
Details for PSVS are presented in [39] . It is a monocular stereovision system composed of a camera and four mirrors ( Figure 1 ). The first mirror is a thin 50% beam splitter. The other mirrors are first surface mirrors. Using PSVS a cheaper system is created combining many good features. These are (1) creation of two virtual cameras with the same geometric properties, field of view (FOV), and active focal length; (2) the angular FOV of the apparatus is the same with the FOV of the real camera; (3) it has the accuracy of an ordinary stereovision system with parallel cameras; and (4) it captures a complex image in a single slot. This complex image is the result of the superposition of the left and right images of an ordinary vision system and consequently this complex image can be processed faster than two stereo images.
The camera coordinate system ( Figure 1 ) has as an origin the optical center O of the real camera and its z-axis coincides with the optical axis from O. To calculate coordinates of path points to camera coordinate system, the intrinsic parameters as well as the distortion coefficients of the camera must be found. Here, the calibration method of Zhang [40] has been used while for corner detection the algorithm proposed in [41] has been preferred (some details are provided in the appendix).
We define the following symbols.
are estimated coordinates of the image center in pixels of the real, the right (virtual camera 1), and the left cameras (virtual camera 2), respectively.
(ii) a u , a v , a uR , a vR , a uL , a vL are estimated scale factors in image u and v axes, in pixels again of the real, the right (virtual camera 1), and the left cameras (virtual camera 2), respectively.
(iii) c is parameter describing the skew of the two image axes.
(
are estimated coordinates of a 3D point in the image plane of the right (virtual camera 1) and the left cameras (virtual camera 2), respectively.
(v) x 0R , y 0R , z 0R are coordinates of the optical center O 1 with respect to the camera frame.
(vi) x 0L , y 0L , z 0L are coordinates of the optical center O 2 with respect to the camera frame.
(vii) b is the baseline length.
(viii) m is parameter describing the parallel displacement of the virtual optical axis from O 2 along x-axis due to refraction phenomena in mirror (1) .
(ix) l is parameter describing the shifting of the optical center O 2 along the optical axis ( Figure 1 ) due to refraction phenomena in mirror (1) .
• − θ i is angle forming the optical axis with a mirror plane (θ i is the incidence angle).
(xi) θ r is refraction angle ( Figure 1 ).
(xii) d is the thickness of mirror (1) . The transformation matrix with the intrinsic camera parameters is
The equations giving the coordinates of a point P(x P , y P , z P ) in 3D space, in a general form, for parallel cameras located in place of virtual cameras, are
The above equations are applied to PSVS and, using the simplifications
are modified to the following equations:
In (4), parameter m is derived as
while the parameter l is derived as
For mirror (1) thickness d equals 1 mm (as in PSVS), m = 0.329 mm, and l = 0.378 mm (refraction indices n glass =1,5 and n air =1).
SYSTEM STRUCTURE AND HUMANPT ARCHITECTURE
The experimental system used consists of a Puma 761 robotic manipulator and two personal computers. PSVS is mounted on the end effector of the robotic manipulator. The first computer communicates with the Puma robot controller through the available ALTER port. This is a special serial port for real-time communication (28 ms/cycle). The baud rate has been determined at 38 400 bps making some changes in the serial board of the Puma controller (the standard and the unique baud rate, as it has been determined by Unimation, was 19 200 bps). Even though Windows operating systems are used (it is not a real-time operating system; there are problems with latencies), a stable communication, in realtime, between the controller and the server was achieved. The second computer is used as a client computer and communicates with the server through Ethernet. These devices (PCs and the robot controller) cooperate robustly and reliably by means of the robotic application HumanPT (Figure 2 ). It has been developed in visual C++ (more than 70 000 lines of code). The application is executed in both computers. In the first one, a light version of it permits the reliable and robust communication of the PC with the robot controller. At the same time, it permits the low-level control of the Puma robot through ALTER port and the communication through Ethernet with the client computer. In the client computer, the full version is executed. Some features of the full version are (a) communication with the server computer through Ethernet, (b) calibration of cameras, (c) hand-eye calibration, (d) mirrors alignment check, (e) methods for path generation by means of a vision system, (f) control of the manipulator by means of several sources of data, and (g) real-time control by using visual servoing.
TARGET-OBJECT DESCRIPTION AND POSE ESTIMATION
The objective of this section is to calculate initially the state vector of a point G (and of the frame attached to it) that belongs to TOB. The state vector of it must be calculated robustly and easily by means of PSVS or a stereovision system. Light conditions (or luminosity changes) must not affect the correct extraction of features from images captured. A right-hand rectangular coordinate system is established with origin the point G (TOB frame). To determine the pose of this frame with respect to the camera frame, it is necessary that at least three points be found on the TOB (Figure 3c ). These points are selected to be the geometric centers of the circular areas of the three light sources. Each source of the targetobject is located on a vertex of the triangle. The origin G of TOB frame is located on the center of gravity of the centers of the three light sources. While the above light sources can be randomly located on a planar surface, constructing the TOB, these sources are selected to be on vertices of an isosceles or equilateral triangle. Thus, it is easier to geometrically determine the location of the frame attached to the TOB. Moreover, to increase measurements accuracy, these sources are selected to be planar. Instead of using three simple LEDs, a 5 × 7 dot matrix display has been used. The selection of the sources location (dots) is made by means of an electronic circuit or an aluminum mask adapted on the display. The TOB, as it is already presented, is mounted on an aluminum bar (Figure 4a ). The coordinates of the origin G(g x , g y , g z ) with respect to the camera frame are the mean values of the coordinates of the three points A(a x , a y , a z ),
Then the vectors R a (r ax , r ay , r az ) and R b (r bx , r by , r bz ) are defined as R a = GA and R b = GB (Figure 3c ). The vertical vector W(W x , W y , W z ) to the plane with origin G is given as
is computed as the cross product of the two previous vectors, V = W × U. The three vectors created in this way are vertical to each other and have the same origin G(g x , g y , g z ). The unit vectors derived from them are
and compose a rectangular coordinate system attached to the point G (TOB frame). If the rotation matrices, derived by the above three unit vectors and the coordinates of the origin with respect to the camera frame are of the form
, respectively, then the homogeneous matrix with respect to the camera frame is of the form
In each cycle, a gray scale image I(i, j) is captured by using PSVS and is converted to a binary image with a prespecified threshold (T) by means of the software and the graphical user interface, which are parts of HumanPT ( Figure 5 ). The binary image I b (i, j) is inverted to the final image I in (i, j), which contains only six black circular areas. Segmentation of each circular area is integrated in two steps. First this image is convoluted with the cross-type 9×9 template M(k, l) to find a seed for a circular area. A seed is defined as a gray or color pixel (different for each shape) with the property to be the center of a cross-shaped template (Figure 6 ), formed with black pixels ("C"). In this way, noise pixels are rejected and the convolution procedure is faster because of the reduced number of pixels used in the template [41] (see the appendix for some details). Seventeen pixels of the 9 × 9 template are convoluted instead of eighty-one. In the second step the seed is propagated to the whole shape (the black circular area), scanning in a small area with a center this seed that includes the circular area. The procedure is repeated until all the circular shapes are segmented. For three light sources, six circular shapes are appearing in the complex image captured by means of PSVS (Figure 3b) . The algorithm finds the centers of these areas with subpixel accuracy. The correspondence problem is limited to three pairs of points (the centers of the circular areas). During system operation, only two points are found in the same scan line (epipolar line), which are the two different views of the centers of a circular area in the complex image. Thus, each pair is detected, its points are examined, and, if necessary, are set in correct order. From these three pairs, by means of (4), coordinates of each 3D point with respect to the camera frame are calculated.
We define matrix F T C as the homogeneous matrix arising from the solution of hand-eye calibration problem [42] , found with a previous procedure and matrix W T F as the homogeneous matrix giving the location of the flange of the manipulator with respect to the world frame. The last ma- Figure 6 : Seeds can be found by means of the illustrated cross-type 9 × 9 template. "C": black pixels. "X": don't care pixels.
trix is provided in each cycle (28 milliseconds) by the system using the ALTER communication port at 38 400 bps. Then the coordinates of a point with respect to the world frame, established on the base of the Puma 761 robotic manipulator, are derived by means of the transformation matrix W T G which equals The basic steps of the algorithm used are the following. By means of the above procedure, the desired robot path is generated in cases where the TOB does not follow a given edge and then the previous calculations and the related algorithm provide successive path points. Each estimated vector represents the current state of the TOB frame. But point G cannot be always a desired path point. In cases where the TOB follows a given edge, we assume that the point of interest (point of the desired path) is found initially along with the straight line passing from point G, vertically to the surface of the light sources at the invisible side (bottom side) of the TOB (Figures 3c, 4b) . By construction, this point is the endpoint of a metal driver (i.e., a needle) attached to the TOB. In Figure 4c some types of metal drivers are illustrated. By means of the proper metal driver, the operator can drive the TOB along a line with a prespecified angle or angles (i.e., 15
• ). This angle could be, for instance, the angle the torch forms with a welding line. Thus, an operator can drive the endpoint of the driver attached to the TOB along the edges of an object and then the recorded state vectors of that point correspond to points of a desired path. Let this point be the point P(p x , p y , p z ) (Figure 3c ). It will be the forth vertex of a pyramid. The other three vertices are the geometric centers of the light sources. To calculate the state vector of point P, we define first a frame with that point an origin. Let G R P represent the rotation matrix that rotates the u 1 v 1 w 1 frame (origin P) with respect to the uvw frame (origin G) and let vector G t P represent the translation of point P with respect to point G. The homogeneous matrix transforming the point P frame to the TOB frame is of the form
By definition the frame attached to point P is parallel to the TOB frame. Then the matrix G R P equals the unit matrix I, namely, G R P = I. If point P is found along w-axis, then G t P = (0, 0, d) T , where d is the Euclidean distance between points P and G. In this case the location of the endpoint P can be estimated without any calibration of the TOB and the metal driver adapted on it, by means of the existing geometry. In the general case, the relative location of the frame attached to P with respect to the TOB frame is estimated by means of the calibration procedure proposed below.
Calibration of the driver attached to the TOB
To estimate the location of the point P with respect to the geometric center G of the TOB, first, the coordinates of a 3D point P (p x , p y , p z ) are estimated with respect to the world frame by means of PSVS. Let the vector C t P be estimated by means of PSVS and (4). Then, the homogeneous matrix W t P is calculated as
Point P coordinates are accurately estimated as the center of the pattern of a 2D object (i.e., a circle, a rectangle, or a square area in which the location of the geometric center (GC) is found easily). This point is computed with subpixel accuracy for each view in image coordinates and then, by implementing PSVS equations, point coordinates with respect to the world frame are calculated. This procedure is repeated for a number N of different poses of the robotic manipulator and PSVS mounted on it. The mean values of these coordinates provide the coordinates of the point P with respect to the world frame
Then, coordinates of point P with respect to TOB frame are calculated by locating the endpoint of the TOB driver on the GC of the pattern (point P ). The proposed visual servo control algorithm is set in operation and the operator, retaining this contact of the endpoint of the TOB driver on the GC of the pattern, rotates the TOB. After an initial translation and rotation of PSVS to approach and keep the TOB in the proper view, PSVS tracks the TOB while at the same time the different states of the point G and the frame attached to it are recorded. For each state, the vector providing the coordinates of point P with respect to point G, G t P , is estimated by the following multiplications and matrices inversions:
The vector W t P ≡ W t P and the matrix F T C have been estimated by the already mentioned procedure while matrices C T G and W T F are provided for each loop cycle. To find vector G t P as accurately as possible, if N represents the number of the different vectors recorded by the system, it is calculated as the mean value of the estimated vectors by means of the above procedure, that is,
The number N of vectors is prespecified by means of the GUI ( Figure 5 , bottom).
PSEUDO STEREO VISUAL SERVO CONTROL
As it has already been mentioned, the control method used is a pose-based pseudo stereo visual control method. The term pseudo is used because one complex image per cycle is processed. To implement an endpoint closed-loop (ECL) visual servoing, two points (a real and a desired point) and the frames attached to them are considered. The first frame is the TOB frame. Without loss of generality, we consider as desired point a virtual point in 3D space,
of the camera frame, and the frame attached to it is parallel to the camera frame. Thus, the distance between the TOB frame and the camera frame can be regulated by means of the GUI. As PSVS moves, it keeps the TOB in the field of view while the virtual point tracks TOB's frame origin. In the general case, the virtual desired point can be selected so that its double track on the image plane exists. When the tool tip (mounted on the end effector of the manipulator) tracks a Cartesian path, the desired point frame can be the tool tip frame. Poses of the above frames are estimated with respect to the robot flange frame. Let C T D be the homogeneous matrix giving the pose of the desired point D frame to the camera frame. The homogeneous matrices F T G , F T D giving the poses of the TOB frame and the desired point D frame to the robot flange frame are derived by means of the following products: (x FD , y FD , z FD , ψ FD , θ FD , ϕ FD ) T are calculated with respect to the robot flange frame by means of these matrices. Then, a kinematic error function with respect to the flange frame can be simply written as
The relation is valid when small changes in angles per cycle are appearing and in this case angles yaw, pitch, and roll may be used as a 3×1 vector [43] . The low-level control algorithm implemented in the robot system through ALTER port determines the maximum limits for safe and reliable operation of the robotic manipulator. Thus the above constraint for small angle changes/cycle is always valid. Let K be a 6 × 6 weight matrix. Then the 6 × 1 kinematic screw of the robot flange is
EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS
The robot path generation method described above has been implemented by means of a Puma 761 robotic manipulator and two PCs (running at 350 MHz). The graphical user interface (GUI) permits offset regulation of the distance d z of PSVS (mounted on the end effector of the robotic manipulator) from the virtual point. An operator can also select some more operations like inversion of images, threshold selection, recording delay (sampling rate), and saving facilities. The low-level step controller of the system is regulated to maximum speed values of 100 mm/s and 60 deg/s for translation and rotation, respectively. The recording delay was defined to 10 cycles/vector. The measured cycle of the servo loop (control + recording) was 70 milliseconds. To show the accuracy and the precision of the system, the TOB remains stationary and the robot system is activated. After an initial translation and rotation of PSVS (of the virtual point) to track the TOB, it continues to track the TOB, while at the same time state vectors are recorded (106 vectors). In Figures  7a, 7b y versus x and z versus y • . It was accurately estimated by means of PSVS. Then by using the recorded state vectors, the mean error (ME), the mean absolute error (MAE), the maximum error (MaxE), and the standard deviation (SD) are calculated. The results are presented in Table 1 .
To show the accuracy of the system as the TOB moves, the TOB with its aluminum bar is attached to a rotated base (Figure 8a ). Figure 8a shows also PSVS mounted on the end effector of the robotic manipulator. The coordinates of the center of this base (in mm) with respect to the world frame • . The robot system is activated and PSVS (the virtual point) tracks the TOB in its initial location. The operator rotates the TOB while the state vectors are recorded. PSVS keeps the TOB in the field of view. The system stops when the base index is about −50
• . In Figure 8b the generated arc is depicted while in Figures 8c and 8d the variation of the position and of the rotation angles are illustrated, respectively. From Figure 8d it is concluded that angle changes are less than ±1.5
• . By means of the state vectors recorded, the mean error (ME), the mean absolute error (MAE), and the maximum error (MaxE) are calculated. The results are presented in Table 2 .
As a third experiment, we drove the TOB along the edges of a trapezium-shaped aluminum piece. Its dimensions are b 1 = 451 mm, b 2 = 361 mm, and h = 45 mm. First the endpoint of the needle (the driver attached to the TOB) is estimated. The path generated is illustrated in Figure 9a . In Table 3 , as mentioned previously, the calculated errors are presented. These errors are increased because the operator cannot drive accurately (without using the correct metal driver) the TOB around areas where abrupt changes of edge direction are observed (i.e., vertices). During real-time operation, Puma 761 is supplied with the recorded vectors of the previous generated path. The tool tip begins from an initial location and then follows the generated path. The results for two planes are illustrated in Figures 9b and 9c while in Figure 9d the graph of angles with respect to the recorded samples (one sample/cycle) is illustrated.
Discussion
The above experimental results show the good quality of the generated path. It can be improved by reducing cycle time. This is possible by executing application HumanPT to faster computers, by using a camera with higher frame rate and 
CONCLUSIONS
In this paper an integrated system for robot path generation for a welding system was described. A part of the robotic software application called HumanPT permits the visual servo control of the robot by means of the TOB, PSVS, and the control scheme proposed. At the same time the computed poses of the TOB or of the driver attached to the TOB are recorded. The communication and control of the robot are made by means of two personal computers through ALTER port working at 38 400 bps. Despite inaccuracies of the Puma robot and reported problems of ALTER port [38] , the pseudo stereo visual servo loop, as presented, ensures the robustness of the system and the recently developed PSVS the accuracy of measurements. The proposed method can be applied in manipulators or in mobile robots to generate any path just following the moving TOB. Drivers attached to the TOB may be replaced according to the requirements of each application.
APPENDIX
The corner detection algorithm proposed in [41] was developed to support Zhang calibration method [40] . It finds corners in a pattern with squares by means of templates even in cases where squares in images have big slope or images are distorted due to camera lens. While, in general, it is considered that template-based methods are slower than geometrybased algorithms; the algorithm is fast enough because a small number of pixels of the proposed templates are used. Two basic concepts are used. The first one concerns the method of separating each square of the binary image. For this reason the concept of seed is used, that is, a pixel with a unique specified color or gray scale value. In patterns, in which shapes can be considered as separated entities, in each shape (i.e., a square) a seed is planted. Then, this seed can be propagated only to this entity. In this way, the segmentation of an image is possible and, if it is desired, with a specified order of the created segments. The last idea is implemented in the proposed algorithm. The segmentation order is specified using as features for the estimation of the new seed the center and the slope of the previous segmented square. Two criteria for the selection of a seed are used. The first is its distance from a specified initial point. The second criterion is the following: the candidate pixel must be the center pixel of a 9 × 9 or 5 × 5 template (the template used depends on the case) with cross-shape (Figure 10a ). The last criterion is used to make the pixel selection insensitive to noise.
The second concept concerns the method used for corner detection. Here, only two 11 × 11 templates (Figures 10b,  10c ) are used. In these templates a small number of pixels are convoluted with the image pixels. The scanning area is also limited to a region around the current square with the seed. This way the algorithm is quite fast. The orientation of the templates depends on the orientation of the searching corner. In Figures 10b, 10c , "S" represents pixels with the substrate color, "C" pixels with the square color, and "X" are "don't care" pixels. In the first template ( Figure 10b ) the center pixel is type "C" and in the second template ( Figure 10c ) the center pixel is type "S."
As it is easily realized from these figures the templates are "X" shape where one leg is colored with the square color and the other three legs are colored with the substrate color. The detecting pixel is the center pixel of the templates. Rotating these two basic templates 90
• each time and then applying them to the image, the detection of all corner pixels is possible. The interesting corner point is the peak formed around corner area from the change of the substrate color to the square color and vice versa. This peak may be the mean value of two pixels in a well-formed square in a binary image or the mean value of many detected pixels, creating a cluster of pixels around the corner, using the above templates in a binary, gray scale, or color image. Using these slightly different types of templates the inner and the outer side pixels of the corner are simultaneously detected. The result of ordered segmentation and corner detection is depicted in Figure 10d . A complete algorithm for corner detection, as well as calibration facilities by means of the proper graphical user interfaces (parts of HumanPT application), is also provided.
